Make Better Economic Decisions
Pandell EA is economic analysis software for oil & gas project and acquisition work.

Create Economic Results Fast
Use Pandell EA to evaluate new prospects or run economics
on your existing properties. Import production actuals to create
economic indicators and cash flow profiles, so that you can go
from wondering, to knowing, in just a few minutes.

Use Case Wizard for Support
What good is an economics system if no one knows how to use
it? Pandell EA’s Case Wizard guides you through each step of
creating an economic case. This user-friendly tool helps train you
in finding where your important input variables can be found. And
it’s available as soon as you open the application, so you can just
launch and go.

FREE SUPPORT
Our support team
responds to calls in a
timely manner, which
includes fast-tracking
urgent issues should
they arise.

FREE UPGRADES
We never charge our
customers for software
upgrades which are
delivered as fast and as
seamlessly as possible.

Visualize Decline Analysis
Pandell EA lets you review imported production data and then
easily build and adjust production forecasts to estimate remaining
reserves. Existing decline profiles can even be used to generate
economic cases.

Simplify Your Forecasting & Evaluation

For more info including screenshots, viewing a product tour
or requesting a demo, please visit www.pandellea.com

Features and Screenshots
Tools for Better Business Value
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case Wizard
Automatic Price Deck Downloads
Decline Analysis Calculator
Straightforward Workflow
Imports Production Actuals
Create Batch Cases
Western Canadian Properties
Consolidate Multiple Cases
Batch Edit Capabilities
Material balance plot

Real Time Reporting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual & Monthly Cash Flow Profiles
Net Present Value
One-off or Batch Projects
Internal Rate of Return
Before & After Tax Economic Indicators
Return On Investment
Time to Payout
Industry Standard Formats
PDF Exports
Cash Flow At a Discount Rate
Model Economics With New Tax Rates
Quarterly Price Forecast Roundup

Link to Other Systems
•
•
•
•

Pandell AFE
GeoScout
Geo Webworks
AccuMap

“I choose Pandell EA to evaluate drilling opportunities and
acquisition targets because with it, I can build cases quickly and
rely on the economic results. For project analysis, I recommend
Pandell EA over any other economics system.”
Tim Veenstra CEO
Annex Petroleum Inc.
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